Our aim in this brief note is to bring out the identity, equation (7) For brevity we write D 0 := C 0°°( ir\{0}) and
For / e C°°((0, oo)) we define a multiplication operator in
and denote it again by /. To approach Theorem 1, we note
for all cp e D$ and g e C°°((0, oo)). The radial momentum operator in L 2 (R") defined by
is a symmetric operator which commutes with a r and which satisfies the commutation relation (S n~l ) N ) and with
we find a decomposition analogous to (2), namely
S is called the spin-orbit coupling operator. It was introduced, for n = 3, by Dirac, who used the notation /3K, a notation retained by physicists, sometimes also in arbitrary dimensions (Blanchard, Combe, Sirugue and SirugueCollin [BCSC] ). With a := (0-1,0-2, 0-3) and the orbital angular momentum operator L := x x p we have
in three dimensions. In the plane there is the simple representation
where L 3 := x\ p 2 -*ip\ and cr 3 is the third Pauli matrix. In any dimension S and a r anti-commute and S commutes of course with the operator of multiplication generated by a function / e C°°((0, oo)). Now it is easy to verify the following identity, which was first noted by Schmincke [S, Lemma 4] and used by him in connection with the selfadjointness of Dirac operators (cf. also Kalf [K] ). (These papers have n -3, but the extension to general n is straightforward.) From (1) and (3) and comparing with (2), we find
Since the right-hand side is an essentially self-adjoint operator in L 2 (S n~l [DSS, p. 161 ff.] ; note that a(S) is equal to Z + | if n = 2 and Z\{0} if n = 3, which follows rather directly from (4) or (5), respectively).
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the Lemma in the form K/" + 7
with -
to obtain From (6) and the spectral theorem it is clear that n 2 i for a suitable sequence (AW/), and Hardy's inequality pf > -^ yields the desired estimate. D
We note in passing that Vogelsang's strong unique continuation theorem, which is mentioned in De Carli and Okaji [DO, Corollary 2.3] , follows from (7) 
(no restriction on the size of C) have the strong unique continuation property, was first proved by Heyn [H] in 1956. It is a pity that his beautiful paper, which has in fact a slightly more general result, was largely overlooked in the literature. Heyn estimated the Fourier coefficients (with respect to an orthonormal system in L 2 (S n~1 }} of a solution of (8) directly, while Pan [8], unaware of Heyn's paper, emplaced the heavier gun of a Carleman estimate of AmreinBerthier-Georgescu. In the context of Theorem 2, however, Heyn's method would lead to a stronger restriction on C.
We conclude with the remark that one faces a simpler situation than the one of Theorem 2.1 in De Carli and Okaji [DO] 
